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Electron-hole localization in coupled quantum dots
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We theoretically investigate correlated electron-hole states in vertically coupled quantum dots. Employing a
prototypical double-dot confinement and a configuration-interaction description for the electron-hole states, it
is shown that the few-particle ground state undergoes transitions between different quantum states as a function
of the interdot distance, resulting in unexpected spatial correlations among carriers and in electron-hole local-
ization. Such transitions provide direct manifestations of inter- and intradot correlations, which can be directly
monitored in experiments.
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Semiconductor quantum dots~QD’s! are solid-state nano
structures which allow confinement of carriers in all dire
tions within dimensions smaller than their de Brog
wavelength.1,2 Quantum confinement results in a characte
tic discrete energy spectrum and ad-like density of states;
therefore QD’s are often referred to as ‘‘artificial atoms
Coupling between dots is now becoming an issue of cru
importance. On the one hand, it is an inherent feature of
high-density QD ensemble, as, e.g., needed for most o
electronic applications.2 On the other hand, it is essential
the design of~quantum-! information devices, for example
QD cellular automata3 or QD-based implementations o
quantum computation.4 ‘‘Artificial molecules’’ formed by
two or more coupled QD’s are extremely interesting a
from the fundamental point of view, since the interdot co
pling can be tuned far out of the regimes accessible in nat
molecules, and the relative importance of single-particle t
neling and Coulomb interactions can be varied in a c
trolled way. The interacting states ofN electrons in a double
dot were studied theoretically5–7 and experimentally by tun
neling and capacitance experiments,8–13 and correlations
were found to induce coherence effects and ground-s
phases depending on the interdot coupling regime.5–7,13

The effects of correlations on thephotoexcited electron
and hole systemin coupled dotsare, to our best knowledge
instead still largely unknown, in spite of their importance f
possible applications such as quantum-information proc
ing devices.4,14 Stacked self-organized dots we
demonstrated;15 exciton splitting in a single artificial mol-
ecule was observed in the linear regime, and explaine
terms of single-particle level filling of delocalized bondin
and antibonding electron and hole states.16,17 When a few
photoexcited particles are present, however, Coulomb in
actions between electrons and holes adds to the homop
electron-electron~hole-hole! interactions:18 the correlated
ground and excited states will thus be governed by the c
petition of these effects. Indeed, even for the simplest s
metric double-dot structures basic questions regarding
nature of electron-hole states are still open. When more t
one electron-hole pair is photoexcited, what is the most
vorable spatial arrangement of the interacting electrons
holes, i.e., are carriers distributed in both dots or do th
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prefer localization in the same dot? Can the structural par
eters be tuned in order to induce given spatial distributions
electrons and holes in the artificial molecule, thus allowi
for a controlled engineering of the Hilbert space? Can el
trons and holes tunnel separately or is the system best
scribed in terms of excitonic tunneling?

In this paper we analyze ground and excited states
realistic double quantum dots through a full configuratio
interaction description of the few-particle electron-hole s
tem. It is shown that for a given number of excitons t
ground-state configuration undergoes nontrivial quant
transitions as a function of the interdot distanced resulting in
unexpected spatial correlations among carriers, which ca
directly monitored in the optical spectra.

The initial ingredients of our calculations are the sing
particle wave functionsfm

m(r) and energiesem
m for electrons

(m5e) and holes (m5h) which are obtained from the so
lutions of the three-dimensional Schro¨dinger equation within
the envelope-function and effective-mass approximation1

We examine a prototypical confinement for two vertica
coupled dots, which is double-box-like alongz and parabolic
in the (x,y) plane;19 such parabolic lateral confinement
known to mimic the most important features of various kin
of self-assembled dots and to give results in good agreem
with experiment.1,20,21 The single-particle wave function
factorize into in-plane andz-dependent parts, where the in
plane solutions are the well-known Fock-Darwin states.1 Our
approach for the description of the interacting electron-h
states is provided by a full configuration-interaction calcu
tion. Within the Hilbert space of all possible single-partic
electron-hole excitationsu l &, the many-body energiesEl and
statesul& are obtained for a given number of electrons a
holes by direct diagonalization of the Hamiltonian matr
^ l u(Ho1Hc)u l 8&,

22,23 with Ho the single-particle Hamil-
tonian andHc the Coulomb term:

Hc5
1

2 (
mn

E dr dr 8
cm

† ~r!cn
†~r8!cn~r8!cm~r!

kur2r8u
, ~1!

which accounts for all possible electron-electron, hole-ho
and electron-hole interactions; here the field operatorscm

† (r)
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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create an electron or hole at positionr, and k is the semi-
conductor dielectric constant. In our calculations truncat
of the Hilbert space to the 12 single-particle states of low
energy for both electrons and holes is found to yield v
accurate convergence for the lowest few-particle states.

Let us first analyze the single-particle~SP! ingredients of
our coupled-QD model. Figure 1 shows the energies for
‘‘bonding’’ ~solid line! and ‘‘antibonding’’ ~dashed line!
states of lowest energy for electrons~left axis! and holes
~right axis!, respectively; the insets show the wave functio
along z for two selected values of the interdot distanced.
Because of the heavier hole mass hole tunneling beco
suppressed at smaller interdot distancesd than electron tun-
neling; this is also reflected in the faster decrease of
bonding-antibonding splitting with increasingd.

If we would neglect at the lowest order of approximati
Coulomb interactions, the few-particle electron-hole sta
would be simply obtained by filling successive SP elect
and hole states. However, inclusion of Coulomb interacti
gives rise to a mixing of different SP states, where the gai
potential energy through Coulomb correlations is achieve
the price of populating states with higher SP energies.
few-particle electron-hole states thus result from the deta
interplay of these trends, where the relative importance of
energies and the increase of the Coulomb ones varies
interdot distanced. As will be shown in the following, such
interplay can drastically alter the simple-minded SP pictu

We first consider the case of a single electron-hole p
~exciton!. The diamonds in Fig. 2 show thed dependence o

FIG. 1. Single-particle energies for electrons~left axis! and
holes ~right axis! in a symmetric double QD as a function of th
interdot distanced. The curves correspond to the lowest Foc
Darwin state and to the bonding~solid line! and antibonding
~dashed line! ground states alongz. The insets show the electro
and hole wave functions alongz for two selected interdot distance
of 1.2 nm~a! and 2.8 nm~b!, respectively.
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the exciton ground state. An estimate of Coulomb corre
tions is provided by the usual electron-hole correlation fu
tion

geh~re ,rh!5^ce
†~re!ch

†~rh!ch~rh!ce~re!&, ~2!

which gives the probability of finding an electron at positio
re when a hole is at positionrh . In the insets of Fig. 2 we
plot the spatial average ofgeh over the center-of-mass coo
dinate R5 1

2 (re1rh), ḡeh(r), which instead gives the prob
ability of finding the two particles at the relative positionr
5re2rh . Owing to the strong Coulomb interaction the ele
tron and hole stay together andḡeh is localized aroundr
'0 ~insets in Fig. 2, with crosses atr50). Thus,even for the
smallest interdot distance d exciton tunneling dominates o
separate electron and hole tunneling. Note that in a pure
single-particle picture, with electrons and holes occupy
the lowest available SP states, there would be no spatial
relation between them; this would be reflected inḡeh(x,0,z)
by a structure with two peaks aroundz56d and a larger one
centered onz50 ~for an electron in the left dot the hole i
with equal probability in the left or right dot, and vice versa!.

The effects of Coulomb correlations become more str
ing when higher-order interactions—i.e., beyond sing
excitons—are taken into account. In contrast to transp
experiments,8–13 which primarily give information about
ground-state properties, optical spectroscopy allows easy
cess to excited states. For instance, in nonlinear cohe
spectroscopy24 a strong ‘‘pump’’ laser prepares the system

FIG. 2. Excitation energies of a symmetric double QD. D
monds: Exciton energies as a function of interdot distanced. Solid
lines: Transition energies from the exciton ground state to the b
citon state where the two electron-hole pairs have parallel~gray
line! or antiparallel~black lines! spins; the thickness of the line
corresponds to the oscillator strengths of the corresponding tra
tions. Insets: Normalized electron-hole correlation functi

ḡeh(x,0,z) (x and z in vertical and horizontal directions, respe
tively! for the exciton ground state; the crosses indicatex5z50.
1-2
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an exciton state, and a weak ‘‘probe’’ beam measures
optical transitions to biexciton states~i.e., two Coulomb-
correlated electron-hole pairs!. The solid lines in Fig. 2 are
associated with the transitions from the exciton ground s
to the lowest optically active biexciton states where the t
electron-hole pairs have parallel~gray line! or opposite
~black lines! spin orientations; the thickness of the lines
proportional to the oscillator strengths of the respect
transitions.22 As to the general trends of the curves, the m
striking features are the following: for parallel spins, becau
of Pauli blocking the second electron-hole pair is created
an excited state, as reflected by the increase of the op
transition energy with increasingd ~‘‘antibonding’’ behav-
ior!. On the contrary, for antiparallel spins the overalld de-
pendence of the lowest biexciton states shows a ‘‘bondi
behavior, which reflects the predominant occupation of
SP ‘‘bonding’’ states. More in detail, one can see that a
critical interdot distancedc'2 nm an anticrossing occur
between the two solid black lines, where the energetic
lowest one picks up all the oscillator strength. Besides, at
largest interdot distances,d>3 nm, two of the lines merge
with the exciton energy: the corresponding biexciton sta
consist of two spatially separated excitons localized in
two dots, as discussed below. At the same values ofd, in the
biexciton ground state all four particles are localized in
same dot, where because of Coulomb correlations the en
is reduced by'1 meV as compared to the uncorrelated ca
~biexciton binding energy!.20,22

In the following we analyze in more detail the lowe
biexcitonic states. As will be apparent from the results
Fig. 3, there exist two major trends for correlation effects:
the case of ‘‘anticorrelation,’’ electrons and holes tend
avoid each other, and the repulsion energy is minimiz
when each dot is populated by one electron-hole pair. A
the absence of external fields there is no net charge distr
tion in each QD, there exists only a very weak long-ran
interaction between the excitons—even in regimes where
QD’s are tunneling coupled~Fig. 1!; as a consequence, th
biexcitonic energy at larged tends to be twice the excitoni
one ~gray curve and upper black curve, respectively, in F
2!. Alternatively, correlation can favor spatial arrangeme
where all four particles are localized in the same QD. T
requires a correlation of higher order25 with occupation of
the antibonding states for both electrons and holes. Whe
particles are localized in the same QD, in-plane spatial c
relations becomes effective and give rise to a short-ra
interaction~analog to a classical interaction between induc
dipoles! and to the well-known biexcitonic binding energ
DE2X . This spatial arrangement becomes energetically m
favorable with respect to the former when the cost of
stronger degree of correlation in terms of SP energy
&DE2X .

Figure 3 shows thed dependence of the~a! energies, and
the mean~b! electron-hole,~c! electron-electron, and~d!
hole-hole distances for the four biexciton states of low
energy. Let us first focus on the ground state. At the sma
values ofd, the ground state is seen to correspond to
electron-hole correlation, intermediate anticorrelation
tween electrons, and a pronounced one between holes@left
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insets in Figs. 3~b!–3~d!#. This different degree of correlation
for electrons and holes can be attributed to the different
level splittings~Fig. 1! and the corresponding different co
in SP energy to create two-particle correlations. Apparen
at dc the system undergoes an abrupt transition. The corr
tion functions @middle and right insets of Figs. 3~b!–3~d!#
show how spatial correlation becomes more and more ef
tive, with strong correlations between all particles. Su
transition is also confirmed by the trends of the mean carr
carrier distances that abruptly decrease ford'dc . The sec-
ond optically active biexcitonic state~continuous gray lines!
shows a precisely reversed trend~and a similar anticrossing
occurs between the two intermediate, optically inact
states! @dotted lines in Figs. 3~a!–3~d!#.

FIG. 3. Biexciton energies~a! and mean distances between pa
ticles ~b–d! in a symmetric double QD. The four lowest-energe
levels are considered. The continuous curves refer to the optic
active biexciton states involved in the transitions of Fig. 2~black
lines!. Insets: Electron-hole~b!, electron-electron~c!, and hole-hole

~d! correlation functionsḡ(x,0,z).
1-3
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Further calculations show that the distance at which
transition occurs can be tailored by controlling the QD co
finement and interdot coupling. In addition, we have fou
that the effects are preserved in the presence of small as
metries between both dots, although the transitions occu
different distancesd for different states, and that similar phe
nomena persist for a larger number of photoexcited partic
in the double dot.26

In conclusion, we have addressed few-particle corre
tions in photoexcited coupled quantum dots. We have de
onstrated that they can induce transitions between diffe
quantum states as a function of the interdot distanced, and
are essential for a quantitative or even qualitative descrip
of the electron and hole states. The fundamental reason
these transitions lies in a very general phenomenon, nam
t

.
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te
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that interdot coupling controls the balance between the g
in Coulomb energy obtained by the spatial correlation
carriers ~which requires occupation of higher-lying singl
particle states! and the corresponding cost in single-partic
energy. These transitions leave a clear fingerprint in the n
linear optical spectra. Beside their fundamental interes
manifestations of inter- and intradot correlations, these qu
tum transitions may be used to tailor the Hilbert-space str
ture and the qubit identification in quantum computati
schemes based on coherent optical control of coupled q
tum dots.

This work has been supported in part by the INF
through Grant No. PRA-99-SSQI, and by the EU under
TMR Network ‘‘Ultrafast Quantum Optoelectronics’’ and th
IST program ‘‘SQID.’’
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